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here’s something you should
do before you start playing
with iMovie 2: download the
iMovie Plug-in Pack 2 from the

iMovie website (www.apple.com/imovie)
and install it. Actually, that’s two things, but
you know what we mean. It’s not that
iMovie won’t work without it, but if
someone’s offering you a folder full of
additional transitions, effects and title
templates entirely free of charge, it seems
silly not to take advantage.

With that done, it’s time to get creating.
iMovie was originally touted as being so
simple that it didn’t need a manual and
that’s still more or less true. Certainly if you
work through the tutorial and take an
occasional look at the help file you’ll get to
grips with it in no time.

iMovie, as you might well have gathered
by now, is a digital video editing package
that can capture DV from almost any
MiniDV camcorder. JVC camcorders still
aren’t officially supported, but by
upgrading to OS9.1, which will also give you
QuickTime 4.1.2 and FireWire 2.7, you can
get them to work most of the time, while
the very latest JVCs seem to have no
problems at all.

Getting clips into iMovie is simply a
matter of switching to camera mode (click
the blue switch on the left under the main
viewer), clicking the Play button on the
screen and then either clicking Import or
pressing the space bar. Don’t forget that
you can tell iMovie to save new clips into
the shelf or directly into the clip viewer by
changing the Preferences (Edit menu). You

can also set iMovie to create a new clip
automatically every time it detects a new
shot on the video tape, which can be very
useful for grabbing all the footage of your
day out in one go, while still keeping the
shots separate.

From there it’s pretty much plain sailing
and the extravagant claims for the
application’s simplicity are well justified.
Re-arranging clips, adding transitions,
effects and titles is so simple,
straightforward and intuitive that you 
can pick it up after just a short while of
entertaining experimentation.

There are a few things about iMovie 2
that aren’t quite so intuitive, though, so we
thought we’d run through some of the
more fiddly bits to try to save you from too
much frustration.

From basics to
bizarre

iMovie 2:

T

First there’s the split. This splits the clip into two at
the playhead and keeps all the material. It’s useful if
you want to drop another clip in between or maybe

add a transition.

1 Using the crop markers (click and drag underneath
the blue “scrubber bar” and they’ll appear) you can
mark the portion of the clip you want to keep. When

you crop, the material you don’t want is dumped in the
iMovie trash.

2 To cut, mark the portion of the clip you want to lose
(using the crop markers again), and when you select
Cut the material is removed and placed in the

clipboard. There are now two clips on the shelf/timeline – the
bit before the cut and the bit after it. If you Paste now (C-V)
you’ll get a new clip containing the cut part and will have
effectively cut the clip into three.
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words Tim Norris
New to Apple’s popular video editor? We’ll get you started. iMovie 2 power user?
We’ll show you how to squeeze even more creative fun from those transitions.

Tutorial 1: Clip handling
Getting exactly the material you want into your video is easy. There are three (and a bit) ways to go about it and you

can reach all of them from the Edit menu.
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We started off by placing a long “Circle Opening”
transition between two short clips and letting it
render. Next we exported the whole thing as a

QuickTime movie using the “Full Quality, Large” format.

1 Then we opened the resulting clip in QT4 Pro and
exported it again to convert it to a DV Stream. Once
it was converted we re-imported it into iMovie, and

deleted both the transition and the second clip from the
original movie.

2 Finally we placed the imported clip back on the
timeline (in second place again) and dropped a
“Circle Closing” transition between the first clip and

the new clip. The result is a pleasing double transition. The
same trick works with loads of other transitions and can be
used to add effects to transitions as well.
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Tutorial 3: Nest building
There are plenty of exciting transitions and effects in iMovie 2, but if you want even more fun, get QuickTime 4 Pro and

start nesting.

Let’s say you’ve got some footage of an interview
with Dr Ernest Dull, talking about hot air balloons. To
insert a video clip of the balloons in question while

Dr Dull carries on talking, first mark a portion of the balloon
footage and Copy it (C-C).

1 Now go to the footage of Dr Dull (which is already
part of the movie) and either place the playhead at
the point where you want the insert to start (to

insert all the copied clip) or mark the portion of video you
want to replace (only as much of the copied clip as can fit
will be inserted).

2 Now select Paste Over at Playhead from the
Advanced menu (C-S-V) and without you having to
do anything clever at all, the new video will replace

the old, the new clip’s audio will be muted and the master
clip’s audio will have been extracted and placed on audio
track 1. And that’s a cutaway.
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Tutorial 2: Cutaways
Now that the audio track can be extracted from the video and dealt with separately you can do that old movie

favourite, the cutaway.

Get yourself over to Apple’s iMovie site
and take a look at the Enhance section,
where you’ll find sound effects, loopable
music and some still images to use as
backgrounds for your titles. It’s all free.

And back on the main page, click on
the Six Stunning Sounds link for some
excellent MP3s that you can use as
background music.

FREEBIES, YOU SAY?

The shelf is simple and convenient, but manage your clips well or you’ll run out of space before you know it.

www.apple.com/imovie – the main site,
check here for updates, freebies and tips.

www.flicktips.com – some good general
advice on making digital movies.

www.dvworld.co.uk – our sister mag’s
site, with loads of top stuff for the more
adventurous DV film maker.

www.postforum.com – a discussion
board site with lots of areas, including
one devoted to iMovie.

DV ON THE NET
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